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Overview of HB 2862

➔ Allows local education agencies (LEAs) to adopt instructional time 
models (ITMs) to provide flexibility in how instructional hours 
requirements are met

➔ Allows LEAs to meet hours through different modes of instruction

➔ Requires a school district to receive approval from its governing 
board following at least two public hearings 



Implications for SUSD
➔ When a student is home due to quarantine but still participating in 

learning at home, they would not be marked absent

➔ If a classroom or school needs to change to virtual learning due to 
Covid outbreak as determined by MCDPH, class or school could 
be marked “In Attendance - Distance Learning”

➔ If required to quarantine multiple times, attendance requirements 
for credit or funding would not impact a student’s ability to receive 
credit or the District’s ability to receive full ADM



How will this additional support be provided for students 
that receive special education services? How can it be 
modified or provide additional support?

➔ Students receiving services from the special education department 
will receive tutoring support 

➔ Teachers, paraprofessionals and service providers (speech, OT) 
will work to meet as many instructional minutes in the IEP as 
possible during the school day through virtual instruction while 
students are quarantined 



How can we ensure access to the internet and 
technology? What provisions can be provided to ensure 
access?
➔ Each student is provided a Chromebook or Surface Go to take 

home
➔ We provide “hotspots” to students who need internet access at 

home
➔ The IT team is applying for reimbursement of this support through 

the Emergency Connectivity Fund, a federal grant designed to 
support this need



When will HB 2862 go into effect and how long will it 
last?

➔ The House Bill goes into effect after a governing board of an 
LEA holds two public hearings and approves their model. 
There is no expiration date.



How will we notify teachers? 

Communication has occurred in the following ways:
➔ Stakeholder input meeting including teachers to discuss concept
➔ Option for 13 Phase 1 schools to begin prior to Aug 23rd launch 
➔ All Employee Communication on Aug. 13th
➔ Principal drop-in meetings for questions
➔ Principal break-out sessions for ES, MS, and HS
➔ Teacher Talk on August 20th



What is the cost of SUSD teacher tutoring vs. the cost of 
Varsity Tutoring?
➔ For the SUSD tutoring sessions, teachers will support students for 45 

minutes, with a 15 minute prep
◆ Teachers are compensated at $30 an hour
◆ When benefits are calculated, the cost is $36.22 an hour

● Two weeks of support for an elementary student -  6 sessions 
costing approximately $217.32

● Two week of support for high school student - up to 24 sessions 
costing approximately $869.28 

➔ Undefined cost of staff time to manage the project:  Instructional coaches, 
principals, administration, business services, and office staff 



What is the cost of SUSD teacher tutoring vs. the cost of 
varsity tutoring?
➔ Varsity Tutors contract with the district includes:   

◆ Account management through a designated contact
◆ Access to the Varsity Tutors platform, located on student’s single 

sign on through Clever ~ all students can access Varsity Tutors 
study resources

◆ Tutor matching/Scheduling for each session and subject 
◆ Individual phone calls to parents as needed to provide support
◆ Tutoring on demand
◆ 6 sessions for a student in quarantine will cost approximately $360



How does this model impact instructional time?
➔ HB 2862 allows for a variety of methods of instructional delivery, 

including direct instruction, project-based learning, independent 
learning, and mastery-based learning.
◆ Any combination of these activities contribute towards the 

instructional time requirements. A key component of this bill is the 
idea of flexibility in seat time. The 3 to 12 sessions of tutoring are a 
part of this instructional time, as well as the other activities listed 
above.

➔ This model is not intended to be the primary mode of instruction for the 
entire school year. When students are in school in-person, most attend 
in excess of the required instructional time for an academic year.



How much time is allowed for remote learning under HB 
2862?

➔ It is based on the 180 school days of the full academic year
◆ For every school, up to 50% of the days can be spent in 

flexible, distance learning. This is designated by the 
attendance codes assigned to students in our student 
information system.



Do we have an idea of how teachers are using tools?  

➔ The Teaching and Learning Subcommittee met on Monday 
August 23rd to discuss ways in which data with regard to 
teacher strategy use and needs can be effectively gathered 



How are cameras being used to support students in quarantine?  
➔ Many teachers are using cameras to stream lessons, portions of 

lessons, or recording lessons
➔ Feedback from last year supports challenges with students viewing 

content as passive learners, especially at the elementary level
➔ In order to meet the needs of learners at home and in-person, teachers 

reported feeling restricted to a lecture delivery model
➔ The tutoring model provides students with engaging, direct instruction 

and feedback to support their learning needs  
➔ Requiring camera usage continues to be a topic of discussion, 

especially at the secondary level



How did House Bill 2862 impact our planning in supporting 
students in quarantine?  
➔ Both the plans for supporting students and the option to move forward 

with House Bill 2862 were happening in tandem. The flexibility 
provided by House Bill 2862 did create the opportunity to expand the 
tutoring program, as it would count as instructional time. Due to the 
flexibility provided by the House Bill, we expanded to social studies 
and science instead of our initial plan of only addressing support in 
ELA and math. In addition, we expanded from 3 hours for all students 
per week to up to 12 hours for secondary students. 



Questions and Discussion


